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I

pray this issue of the
‘NDICE News’ finds you
and your families well.
The question I have
been asked lately by
our members, “Is the
NDICE Conference still
on” The short answer
is YES. Keep an eye on
our webpage NDICE.net for the most up to date
information.
‘This too shall pass’ – I saw this posted
recently in front of one of our local banks. It
can’t pass soon enough for most of us.
This Coronavirus, (COVID-19) is trying our
patience. Meanwhile, staying at home, reading
a/the good book, cleaning up the house, calling
our neighbors and friends all have their good
points. However, I don’t know about you, but
social media is consuming way too much of
my time. What can we learn from this? Maybe
patience and forgiveness?
When the theme of ‘Ecumenism and
Interreligious Dialogue’ was chosen for this
year’s conference, I was a little nervous.
However, the articles our speakers have written
are just great. Thank you, Rev/Fr Pawlikowski,
for the explanation, clarification and source of
the Nostra Aetate. Dr. Herzfeld’s article on the
Quran and some of its content enlightened
me and draws me to reading the Quran myself.
Rev/Fr Kedjierski’s article, “Where’s the Beef”
challenges deacons, as servant leaders to be
part of the ecumenical movement and become
engaged, “…we have found the beef.” Finally,
Deacon/Dr. Jameison’s article on the Eucharist
and ‘Real Presence’ is fitting in this time of
anxiety for all Christians. I anticipate a great
conference in July and pray I get to see you
there!
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Promoting the Continuing Education of Deacons

John T. Pawlikowski, Osm, Ph.D

Professor Emeritus Catholic Theological Union, Chicago

W

hen Saint John XXIII first announced the question of Catholic-Jewish relations on
the Council there was nothing on its the official agenda for the Council.
provisional agenda about Catholic-Jewish
Cardinal Bea was also instructed to
relations. American Catholicism had begun begin preparation of an initial working
a modest examination of its textbooks in document, a task he shared with Canadian
terms of their basic outlook towards Jews, theologian Gregory Baum, a Council expert.
other Christians and non-Christians and There was considerable disagreement
racial minorities. The ﬁrst of these assertions was that Jews initially within the
This study at St. as a group were not responsible for the Council as to whether
Louis University death of Jesus, the basis of the historical the proposed Catholiccovered primary deicide charge against Jews.
Jewish
statement
and
secondary
should be integrated be
level texts. And a few scholar exchanges, a free standing declaration or subsumed into
mostly among biblical scholars, began to an already existing document. In the end
emerge. But such efforts produced only both viewpoints were acknowledged. A brief
minimal changes.
theological statement found its way into the
Catholic-Jewish relations entered the theological document on the nature of the
discussions at Vatican ll as a result of an Church titled Lumen Gentium and a longer
historic meeting between John XXII and the statement was inserted as chapter four of
well known French-Jewish historian Jules Nostra Aetate, the councilor declaration on
Isaac whose family was largely decimated the Church and other religious traditions
under Nazism. During their conversation, beyond Christianity.
professor Isaac challenged the Pope
The perspective on the Church’s
regarding the historic deicide charge and the relationship with Jews and Judaism found
centuries of anti-Semitism in the churches. in chapter four essentially invalidated the
Pope John did not immediately respond original foundations of classical views of
to Professor Isaac, but promised to think Jews as Christ killers and as people who, as
about his proposal to place Catholic-Jewish a result of their act of deicide, were frozen
relations on the councilor agenda. In less out of the ongoing covenant with God. The
than a week, however, he ordered one of his initial text of what eventually became the
top aides, Cardinal Augustine Bea, to place fourth chapter of Nostra Aetate was first
Continued on Page 2
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the death of Jesus, the basis of the historical managed to produce a replacement theology
introduced in the councilor discussion in the deicide charge against Jews. In many ways that has gained widespread acceptance.
in Pallotti
Nostra Aetate. Several years ago Cardinal Walter Kasper, when
Council’s second session. It produced serious this is the key bystatement
Deacon Bob
this indictment against the Jews that he was serving as President of the Holy See’s
discussion
and some opposition. For a time it lt was
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Spiritual Combat: Vigilance and Discernment
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The Qu’ran: the
Word made
Word
By Dr. Noreen Herzfeld

T

he first verse of the Gospel of John
describes Jesus with the words, “And the
word was made flesh and dwelt among us.” For
Christians, Jesus is the manifestation of God
on earth. For Muslims, it is through the Qur’an
that God enters the material and temporal
realm. Thus, we find calligraphic renderings
of verses of the Qur’an in mosques rather than
icons or statues. For Muslims, the eternal Word
became words.
Muslims understand the Qu’ran as the last
of three books God has sent down for human
The Holy Qu’ran
guidance, following and completing the Torah
and the Gospels. The surahs or chapters that over the course of 22 years. When Muhammad who reassured him that there had been
make up the Qur’an were received piecemeal by received the first of these, he feared he was prophets to whom God spoke throughout the
Muhammad in a series of trance-like revelations going mad. It was his wife’s cousin, a Christian, ages. The word “qur’an” means recitation and
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c/o Deacon Kevin Mastellon
149 Flower Ave. W.
Watertown, NY 13601
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Deacon Kevin Mastellon
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Continued on Page 3
reflects the first word of the archangel Gabriel
to Mohammad: “Recite!” The Qur’an comes
out of an oral, not a literate, culture and is not
meant to be read as one would a normal text.
It is recited in worship, and in private devotion.
Muslims believe the sound of the words carries
a blessing and can effect spiritual change in the
hearer. (Listen here.) This aural nature makes
it impossible to adequately translate. Even the
original Arabic does not hold the divine word
well. Georgetown scholar Seyyed Hossein Nasr
writes:
Many people, especially non-Muslims who
read the Quran for the first time, are struck by
what appears as a kind of incoherence from the
human point of view. It is neither like a highly
mystical text nor a manual of Aristotelian logic,
though it contains both mysticism and logic.
It is not just poetry, although it contains the
most powerful poetry. The text of the Quran
reveals human language crushed by the power
of the Divine Word. It is as if human language
were scattered into a thousand fragments like a
wave scattered into drops against the rocks at
sea. One feels through the shattering effect left
upon the language of the Quran the power of
the Divine whence it originated.
Much of the content of the Qur’an is
similar to that of the Bible. The God we meet
there is creator of the universe, sends messages
through prophets, is both immanent and
transcendent, and will judge human beings on
the last day. He is described in every surah as
“the most compassionate, the most merciful.”
We find the stories of Adam, Noah and the
flood, Abraham sacrificing a son, Joseph being
betrayed by his jealous brothers, Moses leading
the Israelites out of Egypt, Jesus being born of
the Virgin Mary, doing miracles, and ascending
to heaven. The basic structure and characters
are the same; the details may be different and
are often missing. There is no creation of Eve
from Adam’s rib, no discussion between Adam
and Eve about the fruit, no hiding behind fig
leaves. In an oral culture is this the way the
story was remembered? Or does the lack of
detail simply come from an assumption that
everyone already knew the story?
These stories frequently move into
4

The Entrance to the Grand Mosque in Isfahan, Iran

passages that detail how to live in society.
Muslims often criticize the gospels as too
abstract. Jesus taught that we should love
our neighbor but did spell out how to do so.
Muhammad was the leader of a city state and
many of the revelations in the Qur’an deal
with day to day activities. Laws of inheritance
are spelled out. Even etiquette is touched on.
For example, “You who believe, do not enter
any houses except your own unless you are
sure of their occupants’ consent, and greet
them politely; that is best for you, so that you
may remember. If you do not find anyone in
them, still do not enter them until permission
has been granted you. If you are told: “Go
away,” then go away” (24:27-28). That’s fairly
prescriptive. But in many places the Qur’an is
less prescriptive than we may have been led to
believe. On the matter of women’s dress, the
Qur’an never says to veil, but gives injunctions
such as “do not publicly display your beauty
in the way they used to do during the time
of primitive ignorance.” Most surahs contain
general injunctions to live a good and moral
life, be kind to one another, and above all,
honor and worship the one God.
It is a truism that all Muslims interpret the
Qur’an literally. To learn all the injunctions on
a subject, or even to piece together the entire
story of Noah and the flood, one must go to
several surahs. You can’t just use the Qur’an like

a reference book. Scholar Tariq Ramadan notes
that the Qur’an is made up of signs, signs of
God, signs of a better world, signs telling us how
to treat one another. “The signs remind us of
meaning: of birth, of life, of feeling, of thought ,
of death. . . The Qur’an is a book for both heart
and mind. In nearness to it, a woman or a man
who possesses a spark of faith knows the path
to follow, knows her or his own inadequacies.
No sheik is needed, no wise man, no confidant.
Ultimately, the heart
knows.” For as the
Qur’an itself says, “It is
not the eyes that are
blind, but the hearts
in our breasts.”
Dr. Noreen Herzfeld
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President’s Letter from
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2020 ndice registration form
Name___________________________________________________________________
Preferred Name on Badge__________________________________________________
Check One:

□ Deacon □ Deacon - Candidate □ Deacon - Widow □ Other

Address_________________________________________________________________
City ________________________________________State______ Zip______________
Telephone_______________________________________________________________
E-Mail__________________________________________________________________
(Arch) Diocese____________________________________________________________
Is this your first time at NDICE?

□ Yes □ No___________________________

If yes, were you invited by a past attending Deacon? If so, Please list his name:
_______________________________________________________________________
Name of Spouse (if) attending______________________________________________

Registration Policy

Although we would prefer you register and pay on-line for accuracy and ease
of record keeping, we realize that would prove a hardship for some. So, we incldue a
paper form for your convenience. We ask you follow these simple instructions:

ALL FEES MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE
Make checks payable to NDICE • Send Registration Form and payment to:
Deacon Hank Babin • 4460 Miranda Dr. • Olive Branch, MS 28654
CANCELLATION POLICY
Prior to July 1, 2020 Amount Paid Less $50 Cancellation fee.
July 1-19 Amount Paid LESS 50%
5

________ Deacon or Deacon-Candidate Only
($240.00) = $ _______________
________ Deacon or Deacon-Candidate & Spouse
($325.00) = $ _______________
________ Deacon Widow
NO CHARGE
________ Other Participants
($345.00) = $ _______________
FOOD (For ALL meals Sunday Dinner thru Wednesday Lunch)
________ Persons with all 3 meals all days
($150.00) = $ _______________
________ Persons with lunch & Dinner (all days )
($135.00) = $ _______________
________ Persons with Breakfast & Dinner (all days) ($125.00) = $ _______________
All meals Prices Include the Banquet
________ Banquet Only
($70.00) = $ _______________
Choose Banquet Meal Entree
Chicken
Steak
Vegetarian
(If you have any special dietary needs, please specify on a separate sheet.)
Housing (Campus Dormitory; List Number of Overnites
________ Single Room(s) x $60.00 per night
x(
) nights = $____________
________ Double Room(s) x $80.00 per night
x(
) nights = $____________
Total Conference Fees = $ ____________
Contribution
I would like to make a charitable contribution to NDICE = $ ____________
Total Enclosed $ ____________
Housing Needs
Sat. July 18 Sun. July 19 Mon. July 20 Tues. July 21 Wed. July 22
Name of person(s) sharing room/suite________________________________________

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

If you wish off-campus housing contact: Deacon Ken Mitchel;
502-445-6840 Kmitchell@SaintRita.net or check Xavier.edu for a list
of nearby hotels/motels.
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“Where’s the Beef” in Ecumenical Dialogue?
Rev. Walter Kedjierski, Ph.D

M

any of you probably remember the old
Wendy’s commercial featuring a gruff and
no-nonsense woman who looked at a burger
from one of their competitors and asked the
question, “Where’s the beef?” I think that is
the type of question people sometimes ask
when it comes to the Church’s commitment
to ecumenical dialogue. Perhaps the question
isn’t exactly “where’s the beef?” but more
precisely, what is the tangible result of doing
this dialogue work? Is this just about us getting
together with other Christians so that we can
be more friendly, feel good about ourselves
for having “tried,” and then go off to our very
separate lives?
Although it is certainly an important first
step, there is a lot more to ecumenical dialogue
than promoting friendships between different
types of Christians. The document which set the
Catholic Church on her course of ecumenical
dialogue, Unitatis Redintegratio of the Second
Vatican Council, made our objective clear:
“The restoration of unity among all Christians
is one of the principle concerns of the Second
Vatican Council” (1). Catholics are called to do
all we can to heal the wounds of division that
have developed over the course of centuries
and find ways to promote a real and lasting
restoration of the unity we once enjoyed with
many Christian communities.
Theological dialogue is one of the means

6

by which the Catholic Church and many other
Christian communities seek to build greater
unity. It is not enough for us to get together
for festivities, work together on issues related
to social justice, or even pray together, as
important as all of these activities are. Genuine
ecumenical dialogue also requires enough
honesty to admit that we have divergent views
on very important aspects of our Christian
faith. It means that we responsibly present the
positions of our Christian community and listen
attentively to the positions of the other. An
ecumenical mind always looks for convergences
during the discussion yet is secure enough in
its own tradition to name challenges and admit
divergences. During the national dialogue
between Catholics and Evangelicals the cochairs wrote in their publication, Justified in Jesus
Christ: Evangelicals and Catholics in Dialogue
(Bismarck, ND: University of Mary Press, 2017)
“Many convergences on this subject were
discovered, many of them quite unexpected.”
After centuries of not speaking with each other
presumptions can be made on both sides of the
table about what the other believes. Once we
actually get to talking we just might discover
that we have misunderstood each other in
many ways.
Once again, you might ask the question,
“Where’s the beef?” These discussions
sound wonderful and certainly can aid our

theologians and other intellectuals in trying to
find theological commonalities, but have these
discussions ever really left the realm of the
academy? Have they in any way contributed
to bridging the gaps between Christians? After
fifty years of dialogue we can observe that our
theological dialogues have indeed contributed
to the restoration of unity among Christians.
When you studied Church history you
probably remember the events that led to the
Council of Chalcedon. The main focus of the
Council was on issues related to Christology.
I cannot explain the complexities of these
issues in this brief article. We should however
reflect upon the results. While the majority of
Christians accepted the formulations of the
faith articulated by Chalcedon there were some
who did not and there was a “parting of ways.”
This would mark one of the earliest divisions in
the Church. For almost fifteen hundred years
these disagreeing Christian communities lived
separate lives, not only because of doctrine
but also because most of those Christians who
accepted Chalcedon lived under the Byzantine
emperor (who enforced the teaching) while
those who did not usually were from areas not
under his rule. The group that did not accept
the Council of Chalcedon includes a number
of churches: the Coptic Orthodox Church,
the Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch, the
Armenian Apostolic Orthodox Church, the
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church, and
others. All of these churches are collectively
referred to as the “Oriental Orthodox” (as
opposed to the Eastern Orthodox which
involved a split that started in the eleventh
century). They possess an ancient heritage and
most offer witness to the Christian faith in lands
replete with persecutions.
Upon serious theological dialogue the
Catholic Church and the Oriental Orthodox
Churches came to recognize a common
Christological faith shared by our two
communities. In fact, it was acknowledged that
misunderstanding more than disagreement
led to the initial division. Mistranslations of
terms between groups that did not understand
Continued on Page 8
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Continued from Page 6
the other’s languages contributed to these
misunderstandings. On October 27, 1971,
Patriarch Mar Ignatius Jacob III of the Syrian
Orthodox Church and Pope Paul VI signed a
common declaration in which they stated that
“there is no difference in the faith they possess
concerning the mystery of the Word of God
made flesh and become really man” (5). The
ramifications of this mutual understanding
have had an important impact upon both
of our Churches. The Common Declaration
between Pope St. John Paul II and His Holiness
Mar Ignatius Zakka I Iwas of the Syrian
Orthodox Church goes the next step in saying
that should a Syrian Orthodox person have
need of the Sacraments of Eucharist, Penance,
or Anointing of the Sick, and be unable to find
a priest of his or her own tradition, he or she
can turn to a Catholic priest, and a Catholic is

welcome to go to a Syrian Orthodox priest for
the same sacraments if one of his or her priests
is unavailable. We have recognized in each
other the upholding of true Christian faith and
as a result are comfortable exchanging the
sacraments with each other while at the same
time remaining committed to upholding our
own venerable traditions and identities. While
these exchanges are only in extraordinary
circumstances, the point of the matter is, they
are now possible. This possibility reflects our
mutual recognition of each other. It is a very
important step on our journeys toward the
“restoration of unity among all Christians,” one
that would have been unthinkable fifty years
ago.
Is it not exciting to think that after fifteen
hundred years of separation Christians are
making radical progress toward reconciliation
and even visible, structural unity? This is not a

task that is only for bishops or theologians. This
is a task for all of us. As Unitatis Redintegratio
reminds us, “The concern for restoring unity
involves the whole Church, faithful and clergy
alike. It extends to everyone, according to the
talent of each, whether it be exercised in daily
Christian living or in theological and historical
studies.” As deacons, you in a particular way are
called to be a part of this special work of the
Church. The ecumenical movement needs the
servant leaders you are. While dialogue takes
time and patience, as we observe developments
in our past fifty
years of ecumenical
engagement, we can
indeed assure all of
our skeptics, “we have
found the beef!”
Rev. Walter Kedjierski, Ph.D

The Real Presence of Jesus Christ in the Eucharist – Part Three

I

n a letter dated May 30, 1889, St Thérèse
of the Child Jesus encourages her cousin
Marie Guérin to resist the natural power of the
emotion of fear and to return to the frequent
reception of Holy Communion. Thérèse makes
it very clear that Jesus wants to enter our hearts
frequently through Holy Communion and that
he is filled with sorrow whenever someone who
believes in him is deprived of this grace. Jesus
is not only concerned that all Christians believe
in his real substantial presence in the Holy
Eucharist, he is also burning with desire to enter
the hearts of all those who do believe, through
frequent Holy Communion. As Thérèse sees
it, one of the devil’s main goals is to prevent
the faithful from receiving Holy Communion
frequently.
“The devil…wants to deprive Jesus of a
loved tabernacle, and, not being able to enter
this sanctuary, the devil wants, at least, that the
heart remain empty and without any Master!...
Alas, what will become of this poor heart?...”
When Pope Pius X read this letter after
Thérèse’s death, he initiated the process for
her canonization and became an advocate for
the frequent reception of Holy Communion.
The fervent letter of Thérèse to her cousin
convinced him that Jesus wants to enter the
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hearts of the faithful frequently, even daily if
possible. Jesus weeps whenever his disciples
are deprived of the grace of frequent Holy
Communion. Wherever the Eucharist is being
celebrated validly, he remains substantially
present in the tabernacles of those churches
and is burning with desire to be received into
the tabernacles of the hearts of those who
believe in his substantial presence.
Like the fear of committing a mortal
sin, the fear of contracting and transmitting a
deadly virus in a public event is a legitimate
fear, and we have a moral duty to take every
precaution to prevent the exposure of the
elderly and the vulnerable to deadly viruses.
Nevertheless, Jesus weeps whenever his
faithful disciples, for any reason, cannot receive
Holy Communion. He weeps for those who like
his friend Lazarus have died or are dying, and
he weeps for those who like his friends around
the world this Lent have lost the grace of the
frequent reception of Holy Communion. It is
time for us to examine the emptiness of our
hearts. Jesus is weeping for us, but are we
weeping for him? We can still have frequent
spiritual communion with him in private prayer,
but it is not the same as receiving him in his
substantial presence in Holy Communion. With

St Thérèse we must say, “Alas, what will become
of our poor hearts?”
Every effect must have a higher cause,
and the substantial presence of Christ in the
consecrated Host is greater than the spiritual
presence of Christ in the human soul by grace.
We must pray fervently for the restoration of
the grace of frequent Holy Communion, and
we must pray fervently for disciples of Christ
who through the circumstances of history have
lost this grace and thus have recourse only
to spiritual communion with Jesus in private
prayer. Jesus is burning with desire to enter
their hearts too through Holy Communion.
Toward that end he is working to help them to
recognize the essential qualitative difference
in the valid celebration of the Holy Eucharist,
and he is asking them to believe that he is
substantially present there, waiting to enter
their hearts more
profoundly. May the
prayers of St Thérèse
help us all to understand
the Sacred Mind of Jesus
and to work toward the
goals that are closest to
Deacon Tracy Jamison,
his Sacred Heart.
OCDS, PhD
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